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Abstract Redox Flow Batteries (RFBs) have a strong potential for future stationary storage, in
view of the rapid expansion of renewable energy sources and smart grids. Their development and
future success largely depend on the research on new materials, namely electrolytic solutions,
membranes and electrodes, which is typically conduced on small single cells. A vast literature on
these topics already exists. However, also the technological development plays a fundamental role
in view of the successful application of RFBs in large plants. Despite that, very little research is
reported in literature on the technology of large RFB systems. This paper reports on the design,
construction and early operation of a vanadium redox flow battery test facility of industrial size,
dubbed IS-VRFB, where such technologies are developed and tested. In early experiments a peak
power of 8.9 kW has been achieved with a stack specific power of 77 W kg–1. The maximum
tested current density of 635 mA cm–2 has been reached with a cell voltage of 0.5 V, indicating
that higher values can be obtained. The test facility is ready to be complemented with advanced
diagnostic devices, including multichannel electrochemical impedance spectroscopy for studying
aging and discrepancies in the cell behaviors.
Keywords: Redox Flow Battery, Vanadium, Experimental flow battery, Industrial size test facility

1.

Introduction
Electrical grids are becoming smart systems provided with distributed generation from

photovoltaic (PV) systems, wind turbines (WT), and other intermittent renewable sources [1] [2]
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[3]. Both in distributed installations, in the case of large grids, or in local installations, in the case
of microgrids and nanogrids, energy storage will play a major role in coping with balancing
source-load mismatches to avoid instabilities which can disrupt grid operations. In addition, it can
provide a number of different services to improve the grid’s economical and technical
performance at levels unparalleled by traditional grids [1] [2] [3] [4]. These services call for
energy storage systems (ESSs) with different ranges of power, response time, discharge duration,
and storage duration [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. They are often classified as power quality, in the case of
fast operation times, and energy management, in the case of long times. The number of these
services is increasing consistently, since new types of operation are continuously proposed and
implemented. Notably, some Transmission System Operators (TSOs) have started requiring ESSs
to contribute to primary and secondary regulation, which stress the advantage of fast responses
and long discharge times at the same time [10] [11] [12]. Seasonal storage is another emerging
service that aims at storing energy produced in the high-generation months for later use it in other
months of the year.
Different

storage technologies

can

provide these

services

and

among

them

ElectroChemical Energy Storage (ECES) systems [13] [14] appear as the most promising, because
their modularity allows a wide power and energy scalability, resulting in power sizing of kilowattto-megawatt and discharge duration of minutes-to-hours [15] [16], covering ranges which are
precluded to other commercial technologies [17] and making them particularly suitable for smart
grids, minigrids and microgrids, not to mention electric mobility. ECESs are also convenient for
their site versatility, near-zero environmental impact, static structure, silent and simple operation.
Several ECESs, consist of “closed” or “solid-state” batteries in which the electrodes (based on
lithium, sodium, nickel, lead, …) perform a double function: hosting the electrochemical
conversion reactions and storing the converted energy.

Power and energy are consequently

reciprocally bonded, resulting in compact systems, but with short discharge times at maximum
power. Another ECES family consists of “open” devices, in which fluid reagents are fed in/taken
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from the electrodes, thus allowing to store the converted energy outside the cells. These devices
are Redox Flow Batteries (RFBs) and hydrogen-based ESSs, consisting of an electrolyzer, a
hydrogen reservoir and a fuel cell (ELHFC) [18] [19]. The open structure provides these ECESs
with the tremendous advantage of decoupling power and energy, allowing for discharge duration
sized at will. The stored energy can be increased at a limited cost, simply by adding more reacting
fluid, in larger tanks. RFBs and ELHFCs also exhibit a very wide scalability, more than Li-ion,
which, due to the limited size of the single cells, pose safety issues when assembled in very large
number to build large plants. Nevertheless, many comparative studies on ECES published to date
fail to provide complete assessments and often disregard RFBs, or pay a very limited attention to
their advantages [20], despite several large all Vanadium RFB (VRFB) systems in the megawattmegawatthour size have been put into service in some countries and China is installing a 200-MW
800-MWh VRFB station [21] that is by far the largest ECES ever built with a size comparable to
several pumped-hydro or compressed-air energy storage systems.
VRFBs exhibit a notable combination of advantages. When in standby they are able of fast
responses, in the order of a few milliseconds. They can be overloaded (in the order of 50%) for a
few seconds which allow to face several power quality grid services. They can provide long
discharges by properly sizing the solution volumes which is convenient for energy management
grid services. Moreover they can store energy in their tanks for very long times when in off mode
which allows for services like seasonal storage. This combination of features poses them in a very
competitive position in view of future stationary storage demand. Since VRFBs use vanadium ions
on both electrodes, they do not undergo cross-contamination, which allows extremely long
calendar life (>20 years) and cycle life (>20,000 cycles). Their levelized cost is thus very low, also
below 5 c€ kWh–1 cycle–1, that is the present EU target for ECEDs. Working between 10°C and
50°C, they do not present major thermal conditioning requirements. Neither do they suffer from
severe safety issues, because they use liquid solutions at atmospheric pressure.
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On the other hand, VRFBs have some weaknesses with respect to other ECES, which call
for research and development. The major challenges regard increasing energy and power densities
and widening temperature stability. Some loss effects must also be addressed in order to increase
the round-trip efficiency, including species crossover, solution pressure drops and shunt currents
management [22].

2.

Status of VRFB research
RFB is not a new concept. After pioneering work by a NASA research group in the 1970s

[23] and independently and simultaneously by Pelligri and Spaziante in 1978 [24] the Vanadium
Redox Flow Battery was first successfully demonstrated by Maria Skyllas Kazacos in the 1980s,
with a design patented in 1986 [25] [26]. The following technology developments in Australia,
Japan and US led to a first generation of commercial plants in the class of hundred kilowatts to a
few megawatthours [16], peaking with the 4-MW/6-MWh station installed by Sumitomo Electric
Industries (SEI) for Electric Power Development Co in Tomamae, Hokkaido, Japan, in 2005. Even
though not completely competitive, those ESSs triggered an increasing interest toward the
technology and more research groups started working on the VRFB concept, in order to improve
its performance. RFBs based on other chemistries were also increasingly studied in several
laboratories. Their pivotal targets are the developments of new materials, capable of overcoming
RFB’s weaknesses. New electrolytic solutions are being developed to store higher energy densities
[27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and exhibit longer cycle lives (except VRFB, whose life in excess of
20.000 cycles in unparalleled among other ECESs); new and cheaper membrane are needed to
reduce species crossover while presenting lower ohmic resistance [32] [33] [34] [35]; advanced
porous electrodes, possibly enriched with inexpensive electrocatalysts, are being conceived with
the aim of increasing electrochemical activity and reduce fluid-dynamic drag [36] [37] [38] [39]
[40]; advanced fluid distribution design in the cell electrodes and current collector aims at
achieving lower concentration losses [41] [42] [43]. These researches are typically developed on
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small-size cells with active areas of 5–10 cm2 and short stacks made of few small cells, which
allow to experiment at relatively small expenses. Excellent results have already been achieved
[44], but concerns remain on their transferability to commercial-size stacks, formed by several
tens of cells with large active areas, in the order of some hundred square centimeters. From this
point of view, testing new materials and architectures in a commercial-scale test facility operated
in laboratory-controlled conditions has a strategic value. Nevertheless, due to the costs of such
large experimental facilities, very few are operated worldwide and even less are reported in the
scientific literature [45] [46] [47]. Indeed according to the recent authoritative review [48] “… the
majority of publications have been restricted to short term studies of small electrodes in the
laboratory; very few contributions have considered pilot-scale devices and the effect of cell
design, electrode structure, reaction environment and operational conditions on performance. …”
For the sake of example, Fraunhofer ICT, Pfinztal, Germany, is experimenting on a system
with a 4-kW stack [49] [50] and Hoseo University, Asan, South Korea, has developed a 10-kW
31-cell 2714-cm2 experimental stack, recently reporting a top current density of 90 mA cm–2 [51],
whereas 160 mA cm–2 for a 15-cell 780-cm2 stack are presented in [52]. Dalian Institute of
Chemical Physics, China, has developed a facility for testing several kW-scale stacks at a time,
but it has not been reported in the literature, to our knowledge.

3.

The IS-VRFB experiment at UNIPD - general description

The aim of this work is to present the design, construction and testing of a 9-kW/26-kWh
Vanadium Redox Flow Battery provided with a stack architecture directly transferable to
industrial production and that is fully instrumented for measurement campaigns in laboratory
controlled conditions. This Industrial-Scale VRFB (IS-VRFB) test facility has been recently put
into operation at the Electrochemical Energy Storage and Conversion Laboratory of the University
of Padua (UNIPD). It consists of a 40-cell stack with a 600-cm2 active area, conceived to deliver a
power of 4 kW, and two 550-L 26-kWh vanadium solution tanks (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The IS-VRFB test facility
Table 1: IS-VRFB test facility features
Design parameter
Number of cells

40

Cell active area

30 ´ 20 cm2

Tank volume

2 ´ 550 L

Sulfuric acid concentration

4.5 M

Vanadium concentration

1.6 M

Performance

Design rating

Present
top performance

Stored energy

26 kWh

26 kWh

50.3 V, 54.8 V, 59.3 V

50.3 V, 54.8 V, 59.3 V

72 A

400 A

Stack OCV at SOC=10%,50%,90%
Top current
Residual voltage at top current
Peak power at SOC=90%

18.5 V
4000 W

8900 W

Top current density

120 mA cm–2

665 mA cm–2

Peak cell power density at SOC=90%

166 mW cm–2

370 mW cm–2
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The main parameters are reported in Table 1. The design ratings were defined as expected
performance based on recent scientific literature. A current density of 120 mA cm–2 was
considered a reasonable figure in this phase, in view of the fact that the original treatment of the
porous electrodes had not yet been checked on the large scale. The “present top performance”
reported in the table are the values actually achieved in the early experimental campaign, and do
not represent the effective stack limits which have yet to be explored.
The layout has been conceived for high accessibility, with the stack placed in an open
space over the two tanks, which are set side by side (Figure 2). The pumps for circulating the
solutions are located in the back, at a level that ensures easy triggering, while the inverters driving
the pump motors are placed in the front electric panel, for easy access to the local controls. Each
hydraulic circuit is equipped with valves for fast maintenance operation. The tanks are
hermetically sealed and their residual volumes are filled with inert gas to prevent vanadium
species from atmospheric oxygen contamination. Charge and discharge power control is provided
by the Power Management System (PMS), which consists of a two-quadrant static converter that
can be controlled both locally and remotely by the system supervisor. The plant is fully
instrumented with electrical, thermal and fluid-dynamic probes. A flexible Battery Management
System (BMS), namely the System Supervisor, has been built around a desktop computer with a
Labview environment and a National Instruments (NI) compact data acquisition (Compact DAQ)
interface that allows fully customizable high-level SCADA-like (Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition) data management and experiment control. Instrumentation includes multichannel
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the cells. High operation safety is ensured by
the BMS in combination with a Surveillance System (SS) built around a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) and provided with valve-status and flow-rate sensors. The system is designed for
future expansions and upgrades. In particular, the hydraulic circuits are provided with ports for
installing small stacks in which new materials and cell architectures can be tested before being
used in a future upgraded larger stack.
7

Figure 2. The IS-VRFB test facility and its main components

Figure 3. Cell configuration
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4.

Stack
The stack is the energy conversion device. It is the most important and complex part of a

VRFB system and its design requires skills in electrochemistry, mechanical engineering, material
science, chemistry, and computational modeling and simulation. Each electrochemical cell
forming the stack is made of two porous electrodes separated by a polymeric membrane and fed
with the electrolytic solutions (Figure 3). The IS-VRFB stack follows a conventional design with
the cells fed hydraulically in parallel and connected electrically in series. At this aim, the cells are
interleaved with frames encasing conducting plates (bipolar plates), which work as current
collectors interconnecting electrically the cells while separating the solutions of different polarity
[53], which is often reported as the most advantageous configuration.

Figure 4. Internal stack hydraulic configuration
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The IS-VRFB cells follow a conventional flow-through architecture, with flat current
collectors and the electrolytic solutions permeating into the porous electrodes from one side to the
opposite one (Figure 4). This design requires thicker electrodes in order to limit their pressure
drop and results in relatively large ohmic losses [54]. 5.7-mm thick (after compression) graphite
felt electrodes (Beijing Great Wall, China) and a Nafion® 212 membrane have been chosen for
IS-VRFB. Before assembly the felts have undergone a series of thermochemical treatments for
enhancing their electrochemical performance. At each electrode side the solutions are distributed
through ramified channels grooved in the frames (hence flow frames) which follow an equal path
length (EPL) design. This flow frame pattern was designed after hydrodynamics simulations
performed with Fluent CFD and in-house computational tools [53] [55]. Results showed that the
flow frame design ensures a uniform reactant flow throughout the electrodes, without stagnation
zones. In both electrodes, the solutions flow from the lower manifold to upper one, to facilitate the
removal of bubbles which could develop [48].
The cell and frame design, that was developed in view of potential series production,
follows a modular concept that resorts to different materials and aims at easy manufacturing and
reliable assembly. From the mechanical point of view the most critical component is the flow
frame which can potentially cause solution leakages, both internal and between frames. This is a
known issue of VRFBs that has not been definitely addressed despite the research carried out [56]
[57] [58] [59]. The IS-VRFB frame consists of two identical half-frames cut from a 5-mm
polypropylene (PP) plate and engraved with flow channels at a CNC machine, thus preventing
shrinking problems of a cheaper hot molding process. Two half-frames have been assembled face
to face with the flat graphite plate forming the bipolar plate in between. Frame sealing has been
provided by acetic silicon. Each cell consisting of the two electrodes with the interleaved
membrane has been assembled between two frames. Ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM)
gaskets have been interposed between frames. Hydraulic sealing has been ensured by the gasket
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compression provided by twelve threaded rods with nuts and cup springs which compress the two
thick steel endplates.
Nitrogen Outlet
Nitrogen Inlet

Air
Air

T3

T1
DP1

DP2
T4
T2

F1

F2

T+

T-

P1

P2

BT

F1: Positive electrolyte flowmeter
F2: Negative electrolyte flowmeter
DP1: Positive electrolyte differential pressure meter
DP2: Negative electrolyte differential pressure meter
P1: Positive electrolyte pump
P2: Negative electrolyte pump

T1: Positive electrolyte input temperature
T2: Positive electrolyte ouput temperature
T3: Negative electrolyte input temperature
T4: Negative electrolyte ouput temperature
T+: Titration pick-up port positive electrolyte
T-: Titration pick-up port negative electrolyte

Positive electrolyte line
Negative electrolyte line
Nitrogen line
Pressure line
BT: By-pass Tube

Figure 5. IS-VRFB P&ID (piping and instrumentation diagram)

5.

Hydraulic circuits
Figure 5 shows the P&ID (piping and instrumentation diagram) of the two hydraulic

circuits, each including tank, pump, piping and valves for fast maintenance. All components that
have the parts exposed to the electrolytes are made of acid tolerant materials, in particular
polyethylene (PE) and polyvinylchloride (PVC), to exclude corrosion issues. The two PE tanks
storing the solutions are provided with reinforcement steel belts to prevent bulging and are placed
inside a containment basin, to avoid any dispersion in the unlikely event of a leak. The PVC pipes
include some transparent segments to allow a direct visual inspection of the solution flow and
color, which provides an immediate indication of the solution state of charge (SOC). A by-pass
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pipeline provided with a manual valve allows balancing the level in the two tanks and eliminating
any pressure difference that can arise from variations in the electrolyte volumes because of ion and
water crossover through the cell membranes [52]. The two circuits have been equipped with pickup ports for collecting solution samples without opening the piping, in order to perform physicalchemical tests such as potentiometric titration.
5.1. Feedback controlled pumps
The two centrifugal pumps for circulating the solutions (PMD-641 by Sanso) have PVC
stator and rotor, the latter being magnetically driven by a three-phase squirrel-cage induction
motor. Two solid-state inverters (DC1 by Eaton) power the motors at variable-frequencies under a
feedback control, in order to operate the pumps at controlled flow rates. The pumps have been
sized to provide solution flow rates Qp = 29.5 L min–1 in excess of the minimum flow rates Qr
needed for the reaction stoichiometry ensuring a flow factor a = (Qp/Qr) > 10 at maximum PMS
current of 75 A and SOC value s = 50%.
5.2. Inert atmosphere and differential pressure gauge
A nitrogen feeding circuit excludes the presence of atmospheric oxygen in the tanks’
residual volumes. A specially developed pressure gauge has been installed in each tank to generate
and control a light nitrogen overpressure. It uses U-shaped transparent pipes filled with water
which ensure accurate control of the overpressure, since a water level differences of 1 cm reveals
an overpressure 1 mbar. The gauge also allows collecting and blowing out any secondary gas
potentially evolved inside the tank, notably hydrogen.

6.

Instrumentation
A number of physical measurements are picked up to be processed by the BMS. Two

customized electromagnetic flowmeters (Proline Promag by Endress+Hauser) have been chosen to
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perform accurate volumetric flow-rate measurements. Each flowmeter is provided with a couple of
tantalum grounding disks for eliminating measurement disturbance from shunt currents in the
conductive solutions, while resisting chemical aggression. Two customized differential pressure
gauges (Deltabar PMD by Endress+Hauser) measure the solution pressure drops between the stack
inlets and outlets. They have been assembled in an ad-hoc design with Galden®-filled piping for
preventing any contact between gauge septa and electrolytic solutions. Four Resistance
Temperature Detectors (RTDs) Pt-100 (TR11 by Endress+Hauser) measure the solution
temperatures at the stack inlets and outlets. Their inspection wells have been designed for the
accurate measurement of the temperatures in the solution mean flows. Forty-one pickups provide
the individual cells and stack electric voltages in load conditions. An unloaded small cell has been
installed and fed with the same solution flowing in the stack to provide the real-time open circuit
voltage (OCV) measurement in any operating condition. Two current sensors (HAS 50-S and
HAS 200-S by LEM) are used to measure the stack current with high accuracy at low and high
load. An independent display visualizes the stack and cell voltages. Multichannel electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is provided by an ad-hoc developed analyzer (Material Mates,
Italy) for characterizing cell impedances in the frequency range 0–500 kHz aimed at studying
discrepancies and ageing effects. All detected signals are conditioned, logged, and processed in
the BMS as described in section 8. Table 2 provides the measurement ranges and accuracies.
Table 2: Measurement ranges and uncertainty of the IS-VRFB sensors
Measurement

Sensor

Range

Total uncertainty
(95% conﬁdence
level)

Stack pressure drop

Differential pressure transducer

0 ÷ 300 KPa

± 450 Pa

0 ÷ 60 L min –1

± 0.5 %

(Endress Hauser Deltabar PMD 75)
Electrolyte flow rate

Volumetric flow meter
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(Endress Hauser Promag 50 P)
Electrolyte temperature

RTD temperature sensor

−50 ÷ 250 °C

± 0.15 + 0.002 |T| K

−600 ÷ 600 A

±1%

−10 ÷ 10 V

± 0.097 %

−130 ÷ 130 V

± 0.2 %

0 ÷ 2500 W

± 0.5 %

(Omnigrad M TR11)
Stack current

Current transducer
(LEM HASS 200-S)

Cell voltage

Analog to digital converter
(National Instruments NI 9209)

Stack voltage

Stack voltage sensor
(LEM CV 3-100/SP3)

Inverter and pump power

Power analyzer
(Seneca Z203-1)

7.

Power Management System (PMS)
The Power Management System (PMS) provides the electric power conditioning during

charge and discharge. It consists of an AC/DC bidirectional static converter (Dana, Italy), that can
be fully controlled both locally and remotely by the system supervisor. The PMS is provided with
a protection circuit breaker and a step-down transformer that ensures galvanic insulation from the
grid. The rated PMS voltage is 0–85 V DC, while the rated current is ±75A DC current/voltage
profiles of the static converter are controlled by means of in-house algorithms implemented in the
system supervisor, and updatable according to the experimental needs. A passive load consisting
of four adjustable high-current resistors has been added to allow discharge currents up to 400 A.
The PMS is connected to the stack through a remote-control switching system that allows
commutating from the PMS to the passive load and fast disconnection in the case of a faulty
condition.
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8.

Battery Management System (BMS)
VRFBs must be designed for automatic unmanned operation, especially if they have to be

installed in remote sites involving little or no human intervention. The development of an efficient
BMS that provides such features is a critical issue to guarantee successful operation [60]. In
industrial VRFBs these functions should be provided by a low-cost PLC with well-tested software.
In an experimental system, supervision functions can be more conveniently implemented in a
flexible and expandable system, with advanced programming features and human-machine
interface (HMI). The IS-VRFB BMS is built around a desktop computer equipped with a Labview
environment and a National Instruments (NI) compact data acquisition (Compact DAQ) interface
(Figure 6). Signal conditioning between stack and Compact DAQ includes cell voltage galvanic
insulation based on optoisolators (Isoblock by Verivolt) and stack voltage galvanic insulation
provided by a DC/DC transformer. Noise suppression is provided by a grounding system based on
a thick copper equipotential bar providing common reference to all signals. The BMS in-house
software manages all data acquisition, processing and logging, and performs the subsequent
analyses. It also provides experiment control, i.e. the electrical, fluid-dynamic and thermal
management by means of real-time procedures which use the real-time measurements for
feedback control.
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Figure 6. Interaction scheme between BMS and other IS-VRFB components

The system has been conceived and developed to guarantee high flexibility and wide
capability of stack characterization, and its software allows designing the experimental sessions
according to the evolution of the research program. In fact, LabView algorithms are continuously
improved and developed to achieve the experimental goals.
For the sake of example, one LabView procedure of the BMS consists in managing
inverters, pumps, and flowmeter signals so as the obtain the needed solution flow rates, according
to the batteries electric performance and SOC. The BMS systematically computes the electric
power p(t) and the time evolutions of electric charge q(t) [Ah] and energy w(t) [Wh] flows by
numerical integration of the stack current and voltage measurements. These figures allow further
processing and analyses, notably, the computation of the stack coulombic h5 , voltage h6 and
energy h7 efficiencies [61].

hQ =

Q𝒅
Q𝒄

(1)
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where Qc and Qd are the exchanged electrical charges during the whole charging Tc and
discharging Td times respectively, <<<<
𝑉𝑐 and <<<<
𝑉𝑑 are the corresponding average stack voltages, and
Wc and Wd are the corresponding exchanged energies. Since the pump-driving inverters are fed
from the grid, their energy consumptions in charge Wpc and discharge Wpd are measured by a
specific power analyzer. The round trip efficiency (RTE) of the whole system is then computed as:
𝑹𝑻𝑬 =

9.

𝑾𝒅 D𝑾𝒑𝒅

(4)

𝑾𝒄 F𝑾𝒑𝒄

Surveillance System (SS)
The Surveillance System is responsible for protecting the system against the risks of

improper operation. To this aim, it allows switching on the power only if the whole plant is in a
standby condition with a number of checks in GO status. It also switches off the power if any
check toggles to STOP, namely if any dangerous or faulty condition arises during operation. In
order to ensure a high degree of reliability independently of BMS PC faults, it has been
implemented with a separate PLC receiving signals from the valves which have been equipped
with magnetic sensors for detecting any improper position. Safe operation in any condition is
ensured by the combined actions of the SS and the BMS, which provide protection functions at
different hierarchical levels. Some of these functions are described hereafter.
a. The PMS can be activated only if the two solution flows in the stack exceed the minimum
values needed to sustain electrochemical reactions, avoiding the occurrence of improper
reaction inside the cells, which can damage its components. These minimal flows depend on
the electric current i, the SOC s and a minimal safe flow factor set at as = 3.5 [62]:
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(5)

b. To avoid VV precipitation at high SOC, a Labview algorithm that is active also in standby
condition continuously monitors the stack temperatures provided by the RTD sensors and starts
a stack washing cycle if temperatures exceed safe limits.
c. To avoid any mechanical issue in the hydraulic circuits, a PLC procedure stops the pumps
whenever the stack pressure drops exceed a given maximum limit (0.5 bar).
d. To avoid any secondary reaction or gas formation during charging at high SOC (~90%), a
Labview procedure opens the main contactor in the case any cell voltage exceeds a maximum
limit (1.65 V).
e. To prevent the occurrence of negative cell voltages, a Labview procedure opens the main
contactor if any cell becomes lower than a given minimum limit (0.1 V) which can occur
during deep discharges.

10. Early experimental results

The main components of the IS-VRFB, including stack, tanks, piping, instrumentation,
PMS and BMS hardware with basic control functions, were installed in early 2017. After
installation, the system underwent a long period of commissioning, in which many control,
acquisition, processing and managing functions where developed and implemented and a number
of ancillary devices where installed to provide noise suppression, reliable data acquisition and
processing and safe control and operation. For the sake of example, special shielded inverter
cables have been installed and placed inside copper pipes to limit the radiated and conducted
electromagnetic noise which can affect the measurement chains. After several months of test
operations, the system underwent extraordinary maintenance, the stack was opened and the
internal state of each cell was carefully examined, to check their state of health. No siginficative
18

alteration was observed. In the same period the high current passive load was installed and tested.
At present, the IS-VRFB has undergone about two months of experimental activities at high
performance, during which the plant was tested in depth, the sensor system was completed, and
more control and processing LabView procedures were implemented.
A LabView algorithm for computing the solution SOC from the open circuit voltage
provided by the OCV cell was implemented. It is based on the Nernst equation expressed in terms
of the SOC s:
E ( s ) = E 0 '+

2 RT
s
ln
F
1- s

(6)

where E0'=1.37 V is the cell potential in standard condition at SOC=50%, i.e. corrected to account
for the Donnan potential. Polarization curves were acquired at different SOCs and at a flow rate of
29.5 L min–1 (i.e. 1.23 mL min–1 per square centimeter of electrode active area), both in charge
and discharge. Polarization and power curves both in charge and discharge at SOC 10%, 50%, and
90% are shown in Figure 7. During the execution of these experiments the solution temperature
always remained between 20 °C and 28 °C.
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Figure 7. Stack polarization and power curves as a function of current at SOC 10%, 50%, 90% at flow rate of
29.5 L min–1 in charge (up to 75 A) and discharge (up to 75 A obtained with the controlled PMS and from 75 to
380 A obtained on the passive load).

Each data point was obtained by averaging some tens of measurements sampled between
5 and 20 seconds after starting the current. The 5 s delay was intended to minimize the effect of
the initial overcurrents appearing at current startup before solution gradients stabilize inside the
electrodes, whereas the total duration of 25 s was intended to limit SOC variations during the tests.
In the first seconds of the acquisition period instantaneous currents were obviously higher than the
reported average values. In the curves of Figure 7, points up to 75 A were obtained with the
bidirectional PMS in both charge and discharge mode. Since 75 A is the rated current of the PMS
both in charge and discharge, in order to extend experiments to higher discharge currents, a
passive load consisting of variable resistors rated at 400 A was installed. The points between 75 A
and 400 A in discharge operation of Figure 7 were obtained in this condition. They show that the
maximum output power in discharge reached 8.9 kW, namely a pretty higher value that the design
rate power of 4 kW. The weight of the stack filled with solutions is 115 kg so that the stack
specific power density is 77 kW kg–1.
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Figure 8. Hydraulic power losses Pstack and pumping power Ppump as function of the flow rate required at
different current levels

Figure 7 also shows that at high SOC the polarization curves remain linear and the
average cell voltage are above 0.5 V at 380 A, namely at 635 mA cm–2 while releasing a power of
8 kW. Also these values indicated a pretty good performance, considering that it was obtained in a
40-cell stack with active cross sectional areas as large as 600 cm2. A next upgrade of the passive
load will allow exploring the stack behavior at currents higher than 400 A, in order to approach
the limiting current at which cell voltages vanish.
Early RTEs were also measured. In this case the tests were performed at constant current
and constant flow factor a = 8, charging and discharging the solutions between SOC 10% and
90%. The efficiency depends on the pumping power needed to compensate the hydraulic losses in
the stack and piping which was measured with the power analyzer. Figure 8 shows how the
hydraulic power losses in the stack Pstack and pumping power Ppump vary with the flow rate
required at different current levels. The related pumping energy on the complete cycle has been
taken into account in computing the RTE according to (4). The charge pumping energy Wpc= 727
Wh and discharge pumping energy Wpd= 477 Wh accounted for 3.5–4% of the respective energy
flows Wc and Wd during a cycle at 30 A. In the case of a cycle at 70 A these figures reduced to
2.5–2.9%. The RTE resulted in 71% at 30 A and 62.5% at 70 A. It must be noted that flowmeters,
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pressure gauge ports, valves, and piping geometry were responsible for localized losses which
were evaluated to affect the RTE by about 2% and would be absent in a compact commercial
design. In fact, for the sake of comparison, well-designed systems present minimized pumping
power losses typically of 2–4% [48]. Accordingly, a RTE increase of 2% is at hand in a
commercial design based on the same technology as IS-VRFB. Moreover, during early tests, the
solution flow rates were not optimized at the electrical and chemical operating condition.

11. Conclusions
The IS-VRFB experiment has been recently completed and put into operation. In early
tests a peak power close to 9 kW has been achieved, to be compared with the design value of 4
kW. The maximum tested current was 400 A corresponding to a current density of 665 mA cm–2
with a residual stack voltage of 18.5 V and output power of 7.4 kW. This performance is still
below the stack limiting current, where stack voltage and power vanish. These early polarization
and power data, together with preliminary RTE measurements in excess of 70%, prove a quite
good design of the IS-VRFB cell and stack architecture, despite being provided with relatively
thick carbon felt electrodes. Better performance is expected after the improvement of the hydraulic
circuit and its control procedure and the upgrade of the electrical power circuitry. The
experimental campaigns have just been started. However, these results demonstrate that the high
current density so far reported only in small single-cell experiments can be transferred to larger
industrial scale devices allowing for a notable reduction in system size and costs. Next programs
include the execution of titration tests to accurately calibrate the E(SOC) curve of (6) as well as
the operation of the multichannel EIS to investigate the performance discrepancy among cells, as
well as their aging effects. This information can address implementation of solution remixing on a
programmed basis. A docking station for a short stack of smaller cells will allow to test new
configuration of materials and flow designs and to compare them with the present stack.
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